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Drawing from Life, Nothing Fancy
Drawing from life can help hone drawing skills. The only problem is that people don’t really realize there are a 
lot of ordinary things around the house that can help an artist practice and refine drawing skills. If you look 
close enough you can find all sorts of things to draw that can help you improve. Curtains, family pets, kitchen 
countertops, plants, the list is endless! Please don’t think that in order to draw from life you need a model, you 
don’t. You can start to draw right from your house, literally!

Guided PGuided Practice: The Elements of Art
When I practice drawing I try to use guided practice.When I practice drawing I try to use guided practice. What do I mean by that? I choose some of the elements of 
art as a guide in deciding what to emphasize in my drawing. Think before you draw. For example, if I were to 
draw the curtains in my home I would look at the shapes and values that formed the intricate folds, designs, and 
patterns of those curtains. If I were to draw my pet dogs or cats I would look for textures (the fur). If I drew the 
faucet fixtures in my sinks I would look for textures (metallic) and values (lights and darks that make up the re-
flective surfaces). I let the subject tell me what to practice as my guide. With guided practice, I’m not shooting 
in the dark. I have a direction, a focus area.in the dark. I have a direction, a focus area.

Assignment: 
Find curtains in your house: shower curtain, bedroom curtain, living room window curtain, any one of them 
will do. 

Draw it! As you draw, choose two elements of art as your focus. For example, if you choose lines look at the 
lines that create the folds. If you choose value, look at the changing lights and darks as the fabric weaves in and 
out of the light. You can always print another copy and practice a different element. Remember you have seven 
elements to choose from!

How Can I Use It?
On the next page is our brave superhero ready and waiting to be colored. Try to draw the folds of the cape the 
same as the folds in the draperies you drew for practice. 

look closely at your home for subject ma
tter 

to draw
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